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Class pledges
to repair dry
SJSU fountain

CityTeam gives second chance
Center offers
support for
body, mind
By Denise Zapata
Daily stall writer
.ess than tko da!rs after leas
mg tail. Robert ( Ietirge
lIIIiiii
%yoke up in a hospital :titer takin
os erdose of cocaine and lin
om
Depressed over a broken romance and the general state of
his hie. he thought about the
possibilit% or death as a solution
to his mohlems.
"I thought to myself, if you
tt.d
still be out of every s
’ he said.
Tiiday Williams is optimistic
about the future.
He is participating in a drug
;ind alcohol rehabilitation program sponsored by City Team
.kiinistries of San Jose, a local
, irgain/al ion that provides a van’I community support programs.
For Williams. City Team has
meant a chance to shake his drug
and alcohol addiction and return
to the job market.
’I’s e been an abuser la drugs
and alcohol) for 23 or 24 years."
Williams said.
"I .1oi I.
tinpleie this pro
gram for the niults and for its
too. I want to get hack into
the job market. he said.
The program is a court -approved alternative to jail sentencing for drug and alcohol related
crimes. As one of 25 men in the
program. Williams will live and
work in CityTeam’s Rescue Mission located on Julian Street.
CitNTeain combines counseling set % ices with religious
guidance to rehabilitate the men
in the program. According to
Williams.
the
cpmbination
seeIlls to work.
-I se been in other programs
111.11 didn’t have a spiritual el emit You need both,.. he said.
I left another program that
.1, spa ’wally ramming it down
diloat. I like this program.
.aid.
See CYTYTEAM, back page
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By I.isa Hannon
Daily staff writer
The fountain by Tower Hall still
flow again this spring, thank, I,
money pledged by the senior elm,
1988.
So far. $18.00) has been collected
toward the giial of $73.11(111
The Associated Students sent let
ter to 9.5(X) seniors, detailing the
fountain’s repair needs. Paid silt i
ers, then called the students to t;ik,..
pledges, said Robert Ringe, director
of development and university melt
tions.
’We started to call in early ’s ,
but not everyone ’.’..is called hel,,r
the end of the school year.’ Rittine
said.
The letter states a neer..I .Or sentOls
to assume the responsiblity and tra
dition of alumni hy pledging to the
"Fountain Campaign."’
"We’re trv mg to build a support
system." Ringe said. "Part of the
motivation is to encourage stinimiui s to
start the habit of contributing to then
alma mater .
The fountain has been dry for
Die unixersity niill idly ivoi years.
tally turned it off because of an insufficient filtering system. said
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
The liability that the fountain created was another factor in its closure. Ringe said.
Although no one has been hurt
playing in the fountain, university
officials have been concenied with
the risk of keeping it filled with
water because neighborhood children frequently play on the campus.
The children have used the fountain as a swimming pool. thus cre-

Eric rnaley Daily stall
Joey Scanapico. communications manager.
stands in front of an abandoned auto parts ware-

photographer

house that has been converted into a CityTeani
Ministries Family Outreach center.

Deal for students, faculty

IBM offers student discounts on computers
By Stacey. De Salvo
Daily stall writer
Students and faculty members will soon be
able bi buy personal computers on campus fin less
than (malt price.
IBM has announced that from Sept. 19
through Oct. 14, five San Jose area IBM dealers
will offer SJSU students and faculty IBM I’S
computers and printers at discounts of more than
50 percent.
Other models will become available at lesser
discounts.
Students and faculty members will he able to
bus ins one 01 three different PS/2 models at a
discount it the% show an SJSU I.D. to ans of the

following IBM dealers: Computerland of Almaden. Photo and Sound. Computer Craft.
NetsyvValcom and Businessland.
"These are the lowest prices we’ve eer offered anywhere in the win Id... said Bob Heald. an
IBM senior marketing representative. "We’re
doing this at all the California State lUmsersityi
campuses. Because this is a quantity shipment.
were able to pass the say ings on to students."
Jim Hill. SJSU’s director of logistical sere ices, approved the discount on behalf of the university.
"All SJSU is doing is signing an agreement
ith IBM that allows them to offer this special
discount to tacult intl stuilcnts." Hill said. "I

view it as another opportunity for students and
faculty to compare prices with other computer
models."
Heald said IBM will offer the Model 25.
Model 50 and Model 70 PS .2 computers. Each
computer package includes a Mouse. a DOS 4.0
operating sy stem and Microsoft Windows and
Word. The Model 50 and Model 70 computers
will also include the scel spreadsheet program.
"Manuals come with the package. but a buyer
should be able to learn everything from the programs.’’ Heald said. ’’One advantage of the package is that we’ve packaged it so that the software
will not have to he bought separately.**
See COMPUTERS, hack page

’There is enough
money now to do
the simplest
renovation.’
Gail

Fullerton

SJSU president
-1
ming the danger of miller,
(him mit
V ith !mid% coming front the stu
dents, nen plans will he di an [I up to
al his’. the fountain to contain water
w idiom the risk of injuiy related
Li’.’. skills.
ROCks will fill the basin ot the
fountain so that the water level sv ill
be approximately use inches. !tinge
said.
With sharp rocks in the bottom.
children will he less inclined to wade
in the fountaiii. tie said
The cost to !elm!’ the tittering sys
See 1.01. 51.1/V. back piozt

Library becomes
earthquake-safe
By Zac Shess
Daily staff writer
Communion noise and comino
tion will disturb the silence in Clark
Library in the semester ahead. But in
the end, the changes will make the
building brighter and safer for users
and workers
The shels es in the reference area
on the first floor and ill the bound periodicals sections on the second and
third floors will be braced to present
collapse in the event of a major
earthquake.
"Next week there is going to be
some real inconvenience in hound
periodicals. said Ruth Halter, Ii
hrary director
a e made the
Recent tremo rs hs
bracing more urgent. said Jo Whit’
of
assiiciate
tibial
v
latch,
access and hibl lograplii, al set tees
s been OM
’The I dm al Iras
Harter said.
cerned si rub satets

She said she feared that an emit,
quake as stiong as last \ cal s tend,
1,11 in I os Angeles might toiLe the
closuie ot (laik I ilmai
Steel gossels ill he installed in
the lihtaiy ’s 0 ills to it:intim:to’ the
shell suppoils In certain .riers.
Cross 111.10111:
will stremieuits’tt lie
silehes every six feet at a iost of
(0.
’1,4t4.0)
Whitlatch said the compam tit
charge of the renovatitnis shOtIld
,11145’seelpIt
its ,I
,IIIncipated completion date
"It aptvars to he coming aloint
st. hedule. she said
higmally . the work hatl a sum
mei comiiletion date But h% the
time approal
horn the C,111
of
forma State
Trustees. the prolCO Ler into the
school year. Who’d:II said
Sec / fUR IR1
1,fie

Associated Students lend support
to Spartan City residents’ struggle
By Lisa Hannon
Daily staff writer
Spartan City residents are now
supported hy the Associated Students III their struggle toi alternative
family housing.
An ad hoc committee waS created
in the A S. meeting Wednesday.
when Spartan City resident Dan
Morrison urged the group to investigate feasible housing options.
"Basically what we want is to
have Spartan City rebuilt. said
Morrison, chairman of the new committee.
I.eigh Kirmsse, director of California State Affairs, replied that the
bariacks at the current Spartan City
site could not he demolished because
the buildings are filled with asbestos
’’We’ re not asking for the old barracks to he knocked down. We’re
asking lor family housing. Morn
situ said
Mm roson said he and other Spartan Cos residents had written letters
to President Gail Fullerton, hut noth-

ing was accomplished
’We asked President Fullerton to
look into other options. but nothing
he said.
was done
Although Morrison belies es that
the eviction of the residents was
done without !IWO foretIniught.
Kirmsse said a lot of thought went
into the closing of Spartan City.
’President Fullerton had some
good reasons for closing Spartan
City.’’ she said.
Besides the problem with the asbestos, the barracks built during
World War II do not meet fire and
eardiquake codes.
Originally. the barracks woe 10
cated in Richmond and used as hous
ing for the shipyard workers in the
1940s. When the need for housing at
SJSU and San Francisco Slate arose.
the barracks were moved.
In the 1970s. San Francisco State
tore down Men barracks. But at
SJSU, nearly ’11 years later, people
still live in them
Morrison said a new family hot’s-

ing complex is needed because n
gives all people access to the univer
sity.
"People who have kids are locked
out of the system. Poor people are
locked out of the system Flus is a
public university and all should ha se
access to it." he said.
He went on to say that those who
need the housing most should receive it first. They should have their
rent adjusted on a sliding scale
and family si/e
according to inc
Morrison said that he and the
had :II
families
Spartan
City
other
ready looked into afternatise how.
ing.
"We have found ways and we
have found people to rebuild." he
said.
Morrison was not available to pro
vide further details on his findings.
He did say that the plans would
not dip deeply into the budget
"We can (rebuild) without ieuill
culling into the budget. All %%c.o.
lacking is the go ahead," Morrison
said.

Kendra tuck

Daily stall

pholOgrapher

Dan Morrison, one of the last residents still lis ing in Spartan Uit, discusses his plans
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Letters to the Editor
"Snaky" is the wrong stuff
Lamm.
In my daily overview of your insightful newspaper. I
have taken the time to openly and unbiasedly read a sampling of each section as to expand my general knowledge
and gain insight into my new environment. After reading
several articles and making my way to the back of the
iournal. I regularly read the comics. I am a big fan of humoristic ploys on student life but there is one strip that I
find out of place.
"Snaky." by David Rose not only looks unproie.
sional. but its message seems to be lost in the childish
antics it portrays. I surveyed several friends and cla,.
mates and found that they were also confused and disa
pointed by its purpose.
Hopefully . this letter sv ill strike the author’s senses
bring the Spartan Daily to
and spur some ereans
drop (Snaky) from its collection.
Nicole Bove,
Freshman
Public Regal

Student aid plan
works
almost
Michael Dukakis’ student loan proposal at
Kern College on Wednesday goes a long way
in attempting to make four-year colleges and
universities more accessible to middle income
students.
The proposal offers a unique sliding scale
of repayment. Monthly charges will vary after
graduation depending on income. This means
that payments will rise and fall in relation to the
graduate’s salary for the loan’s duration.
Dukakis hopes this plan will reap social
benefits as well. Because graduates will need
less income to meet
Editorial
their limer monthly,
payments,
the
Democrats believe that career-people may take
more jobs in teaching and social work. According to government reports, these professions
have missed their brightest talent in the past
few years because of their low pay scales.
The proposal, however, does not address
the entire problem of financial aid.
Low-income families, who have seen numerous social service and college aid cuthacks
during the Reagan administration, receive little
help from the proposal. Dukakis claims the
proposal will reduce reliance on the Guaranteed
Student Loan program. But this does not address the problem of the reduced grants that
many low-income students depend on.
Dukakis is trying to show the public a true
committment to education. Although headed in
that direction, he needs to complete the journey
by outlining a program dealing with the needs
of all college students.

Golddiggers shortchanged in love
after money. As a result, men become more reluctant to commit
themselves to serious relationships.
(Women distrust men in similar
fashion.)

A few weeks ac I ciii to comedy night at one (it the local bars and
noticed that se% eral of the jokes reflected what is prevalent on the
minds of many men and women
today.
One of the male comedians, as I
recall, joked about not wanting to
’hurry because women are too expensi e i. disoree. A number of
males in the audience cheered him
on.
A female comedian joked about
the need for women to check out a
man’s credentials (his monthly income and so on) before dating him.
And of course, many women in the
audience hooted and hollered their
agreement.
These are just rough versions of
the jokes I heard, and I admit that I
sat there and had a few laughs. I
knew what they were joking about
was so true and basically how many
men and women feel today. But, is it
really something to laugh about’?
Is it really very funny when your
boyfriend, who was married before
and burned by his ex-wife, suspects

Many women today do seek men
with money, thus adding to this
prevalent attitude. And men strive
for the same pot of gold.

Lorraine Morgan
you of wanting his money’? Or how
about finding out that your boyfriend
or girlfriend (or husband or wife) got
involved with you only because of
your money or status? To make matters worse, it’s even more disappointing when a large majority believes that this is how men and
women think, thus leading to negative perceptions of one another.
I’ve heard people on the streets, at
work and even some of my friends
say that these jokes reflect our beliefs.
Many men today think women are

Whatever the reasons for these attitudes, it’s a relief to know that
some of us still don’t share them.
My best friend, Rose, is a good
example of a relationship not based
on money. Living in a small town.
Rose doesn’t have many opportunities to meet men who make lots of
money. But she has a happy
relationship with a man who earns
far less money than what others
might think is adequate.
Their relationship is based on trust
and compatibility, not money. This
and other experiences prove that
love is possible without money.
Too bad many others don’t feel
the same way. A few had apples can
affect so many good ones.

Bangladesh disaster br ought home
Bangladesh is under water
Maybe to most people, Mi. ,511 r
big issue. After all. Bangladesh is
the other side of the world
lc
country so underdeveloped it can’t
support the 110 million people who
live there.
Eighty-five perk:ent of them are
too poor to even think about emigrating from a hopeless situation
even if they. knew how to cut
through the red tape.
It’s not exactly the sort of place
where the average American would
form a lot of emotional ties. So,
when two-thirds of such a country
disappears under water for a few
days.who’s going to shed a tear or
two?
Me, that’s who.

4

4,
Sallie Mattison
When I first heard the news, I
worried. I worried about my father,
who has lived in Dhaka for the last
I months.
I had visions of daddy perched on

Ins motion Null his new bride i who.
incidentally, was never thrilled with
the lifestyle such a country had to
offer), drenched by the pouring rain
as floodwaters lapped at the eaves.
I worried about my Ameiican
friends whom I knew were there.
How long could they tread water’?
I worried about the new Bangladeshi friends I had made during a recent visit there. We had trekked to a
nearby village where daddy’s cook.
Anthony, lived with his family. I remembered with a pang of acrophobia
crossing a wooden footbridge that
arced high over a trickle of a creek.
Anthony explained that it was built
that way to allow the boats to pass
underneath when the creeks swelled
from the floods. Water probably
covers the bridge now.
My worry turned to panic when I
couldn’t get a phone call through to
daddy. I just knew the floods had totally submerged the country’s
switchboard.
After days of trying every avenue
of communication I could think of.
including haranguing the local media
and cajoling daddy’s head office in
Alabama, I finally got through on
Wednesday.
I was so relieved to hear his calm,
unruffled voice. I suddenly didn’t
know what to say.
"How’s the weather’?" I tried to
ioke.
"Weather’s fine here." he said.
"Not even raining. Hasn’t for days.
All the water’s coming down from
India. It happens every time they
open their floodgates."
"So you’re not perched on your
rooftop’?"
"I’m on higher ground. The water
didn’t get in the house."
"What about Ken and Ann (our
American friends)’?"
"They live downtown, on lower
ground. Six inches of water in the
living room. They’re staying in a
hotel right now."
"At least they’re not treading
water. And Anthony?"
Daddy paused. "I don’t know,"
he finally said. "He left here Thurs
day to check on his family. He
hasn’t come back yet."
Maybe to most people, this isn’t a
big issue. But to me, it merited a
little prayer as I shed a tear or two
for Anthony and his family, and the
millions of homeless natives who
had, in some small way, touched my
life.

Presidential candidates George "Yearning"
Bush and "Raucous- Mike Dukakis were shouted
down at campaign appearances Tuesday by
protesters.
For some reason. I really enjoyed that.
Here are two very ordinary men whom the
entire nation will be completely unable to escape
from for the next two months. They have us in a
media headlock.
Now, don’t get me wrong. I think it’s crucial
that Americans follow the daily lives of these guys.
I mean, in November we have to choose one of
them to be our leader. We’ve got to keep an eye on
them.
But, when every single night they come
waltzing into my living room like a dorky Fred
Astaire and a transvestite Ginger Rogers. I feel like
the guy in the MTV commercials who vehemently
kicks out his TV screen, creating a delicious
explosion.
I feel the same way every morning when I grab
the paper off my doorstep. There is Mike, looking
like the manager of a Radio Shack somewhere in
the Midwest and there is George, looking like your
great uncle who got too cranky and nervous to
continue his career as a dentist.
We can’t avoid them, so why not heckle them’?
Everywhere we turn for the next two months they
will be there. Schools, yep. Cornfields. yep.
Midget wrestling, you know it. If they’re going to
come bursting in spouting their jargon. I say we
have every right to defend ourselves with putdowns.
"Hey, George! Happy Valentine’s Day! Look
out! Kamikaze! Can we make every day Pearl
Harbor Day’?"
"Hey. Mike! I have a big project due and I’m
kinda dragging. Think Kitty has anything to help
me stay up and study’?"
God this feels good.
"Hey. George! Forget Iran/Contra! Tell us
about that Mexican grandchild!"
"Hey. Mike! Love those eyebrows! Think
you’ll ever learn to breathe through your nose?"
I admit, these are not profound. But I’m feeling
pretty satisfied right now, and this is much cheaper
than kicking in my TV screen. So . . .
"Hey George! Great speech at the convention.
Did you spend the last eight years writing it’?"
"Hey. Mike! Think America will ever forgive
you for inventing the word lechnocrat’?’
"Hey. George! Great choice for veep! Almost
as good as Reagan’s!"
"Hey, Mike! How does it feel to know that
Mario Cuomo would have been nominated right up
to the last minute of the convention’?"
Wow. I’m really starting to relax. I’m starting
to not see these guys’ faces when I look at dogs,
babies and Murph. the Union 76 guy.
"Hey. George! Tell us the truth. Is Barbara
actually Martha Raye, denture wearer? Or is she
your mom’? Or some kind of hellish muppet?"
"Hey, Mike! How long do you think you can
keep repeating the same Spanish cuss words before
you get decked’?"
"Hey. George! When you used to get tough
with your kids by inflicting that nasal whine on
them, would they go cry in their LaCoste
bunkbeds’?"
"Hey. Mike! Was it tough in school looking
like a short Ernest Borgnine?"
"Wait a minute. George, come back! I a as lust
kidding! Your wife is kind of cool looking
Distinguished and tough . . . like Tip O’Neil!"
"Mike, Mike! Where you goin"? My dad owns
a ’Short Shop’ for men and he needs real hairy guys
to model tweeds!"
"George! Come back! I really respect you.
Really! It takes guts to have every minority in the
country just praying that your limo will break down
in its neighborhood.
"Mike. Mike! Was Kitty able to take up needle
point right away, or did she have the shakes for a
little while’?"
"Hey, George! You did it! You found a
running mate who’s wimpier than you are!"
"Bushy! Bushy! fkxx)Cock-eye!"
Sorry. I’m going off the deep end here. I’m just
buzzing with insult vengeance. After weeks of
being assaulted by these two guys’ daily presence.
it feels so good to lash out at them. I call it
"Candidate -bashing therapy."
Try it! It’s fun! In fact, if you send your favorite
"Hey. Mike!" and "Hey. George!" to me, we
may print them. It would be a really easy column
for me to write, too. Happy Heckling!
Jeff Elder is the city editor. His column
appears every Wednesday-, except on those
occasions when it doesn’t. Ile is currently off
celebrating Pearl Harbor Day with George.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
I,etters must hear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight lientel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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You can’t hear a pin drop

Magazine offers student work outlet
Ry- Nlartin (heck
Daily stall writer
Student writers and artist, can
gain access to the literary world
by submitting their work to
SJSU’s magazine.
Access magazine will accept
portfolios and querie letters until
Sept. 12, said Kandy Arnold, editor -in -chief of the magazine.
The material can be turned in
to journalism instructor Harvey
(iotliffe’s office in Dwight Bentel
Hall 104. Gotliffe is the publisher
of Access magazine, said Arnold
We will be reviewing portfolios for artists and photographs,’
said Arnold. "Right now, were
looking for good quality art and
talent."
She said strong line drawings
and black and white photographs
will hest fit the magazine’s style.
Cartoons are also welcome, she
said.
Due to the cancellation of an
art class, four art students joined
the magazine staff to gain experience working for a publication.
said Arnold.
"We have a lot of people from
the art department this time."
said Arnold.
She said that assignments will
he based on "ability and style. Anyone from any major can

submit material. Arnold said.
"We really want to represent
everyone on campus. Submissions from all corners of the campus are important and certainly
welcome."
Arnold said that editors of the
fall 1988 issue of Access will
look for feature-type articles.
’I think were leaning toward’
an arts and entertainment edilion.’ ’ she said.
"There’s a lot of entertainment
in the San Jose area of different
types.- said Debbie McDev itt.
entertainment editor of Access
"Publishing a story or stories pertaining to leisure or entertainment
in San Jose would benefit the students in increasing their awareness of what’s here."
The magazine is oriented toward students, said Elizebeth
Temps, department editor. "This
is something for the students,"
she said. "It’s something special."
Contributors should be aware
of the guidelines the magazine
follows. Arnold said. The publication is "interested in concisely.
written articles in a conversational style without excessive jargon.’’
Manuscripts submitted should
be typed, double-spaced or on

Apple Macintosh disks using
Mac Write or Microsoft Word, the
guidelines suggest
The length of feature articles
should he between 2,000 and 3, 000 words. Articles for regular
departments, including Campus.
City. Entertainment. People and
Sports sections. should be between 700 and 1.300 words. Bylines will he given.
Query letters describing article
ideas should be submitted before
the manuscripts.
Contributors will he told of acceptance or rejection in person or
by phone as well as by mail.
Accepted queries will be given
a contract and deadline for completed work, but completed articles may or may not be used depending on quality of writing.
suitability space available and
meeting of deadlines, according
to the g Li idelines.
Access will be distributed at
Spartan Daily newsstands on
Nov. 28. and magazine will be
free to SJSU student,.
The magazine is published
each semester by magazine journalism students.
Last year, Access won first
place in the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association annual competition.

Reader’s Digest grants money for research
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Magazine journalism students
are eligible for money to defray
research costs thanks to a grant
provided by the Reader’s Digest
Foundation.
This marks the second consecutive year that the journalism department has received the $1.500
grant, said Harvey Gotliffe, magazine journalism instructor.
The foundation provides grants
for students to travel and research
stories. Gotliffe said. The articles
do not necessarily have to be for
student publications, but can also
be published in major magazines.
"What the Reader’s Digest is
try ing to do is help students get
published.’’ Gotliffe said.
Students do not necessarily
have to travel to receive the

funds, he said. The grant can also
reimburse them for long distance
calls used in research.
The Reader’s Digest Foundation has provided grants to student journalists for more than 30
years, according to a letter from
J. Edward Hall. president of the
foundation.
The purpose, he wrote, is to
"enable student journalists to
write and publish articles that
would not otherwise be reported
because of the cost of research
and travel."
About 55(10 from the grant
helped students during the 198788 school year be published in
magazines like South Bay Accent, Professional Pilot, Option
and Photographic. said Gotliffe.
Dona Leyva. a graduating senior in magazine journalism, used

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a dailv calendar
tar S.ISU student, sfacult and stag
organizations. Items may be submitted On Prins in the Daily office,
Dwight Berate! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline .1Or the next day’s publication Fr
TODAY
N.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: International Dance, 9 p.m.,
S.U. Ballroom. For information call
292-3197.
India -Students Association: Meeting, noon, S.U. Guadalupe Room.
For information call 289-1646.
Career Planning and Placement:
S.U.
Resume Critique. 12:3(1
Almaden Room. For information
call 924-6033.
SJSU Hillel: Shabbat by the beach,
6 p.m.. Meet at Hillel. For information call 294-8311.
Mobilization
Student
Against
A IDS: HIV support group. 3 p.m..
Campus Ministry Center, 300 South
10th St. For information call 298)Th4
SATURDAY
Campus Ministry: Barbecue/Volleyball/Softball, 4:30 p.m., William
Street Park. For information call
298-0204.

She saved her receipts from researching the story and received a
stipend of $40.
"I covered Palo Alto down to
Los Gatos to downtown San Jose
so I did quite a bit of driving,Leyva said. "I saved my receipts
for mileage. gas and samples of
coffee.
"I didn’t expect it (the stipend)
first of all," she continued. "But
when Dr. Guth fie stopped me, he
kept after me. ’1111 out this form
before the deadline’s over.’ I put
it off until the last minute.I.eyva said did not realize how
much researching the article
would cost until she totaled the
expenses.

Everything is ’up in the air’ with Juggling Club
By Teresa Lyddane
Daily stall writer
Most students can relate to juggling schedules and classes. But
halls, rings and pins are a different
story.
Ken Glaze. president of the Spartan Juggling Club, is among eight
students and faculty who prefer juggling objects to schedules. Meetings
are simply sessions where members
polish then skills.
’We pride ourselves as being the
most non-political club on campus,’’
Glue says.
He calls juggling "perfinming
recreation.- But the 4y eat -old senior aviation major say 5 it is physical
enough to M ark up a ’,V. cat
Objects for juggling are v

SUNDAY
Catholic Newman Community:
Mass, 6:30 and 8 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center, 300 South 10th St.
For information call 298-0204.
Lutheran Campus Ministry: Lutheran worship, 10 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center, 3(10 South 10th St.
For information call 298-0204.
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OUR PIZZA IS THE CAT’S MEOW
FROM 11AM TIL 1 AM
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 297-5553
120E SAN CARLOS ST
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Help

Students

School
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Theirs!

The time has come for the first Hillel
Shebbat Celebration of the year!
Kumsitz* on the Beach!
Volleyball, Frisbee, Softball, Sing -a -long under the Stars
$2.00 (Includes Dinner)

1-3 Units of’

Must R.S.V.P - and for more info

Credit as a Tutor*
Project Upward Bound
WLC #219

See

Call 294-8311

924-2567/924 - 25 70

TUESDAY
5,151; Marketing Club: .1(.’
retail marketing strategies and job
training programs. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For information
call 281-3161.
Student Ilealth Advisory Committee: Meeting. noon. For information
call 371-5787.
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*Tutor

*Campfi re

college -bound students
On campus !

once weekly!

BRENNAN’S
Back to School
25% off Everything

Or

RESTAURANT

Photographers
Koh Hearh Knan lien, I klieg I /man I /aye I n,
Kathleen I Inwe I Or I inch KW Nalal, I AM
Mark Sludyvai. Iinoq W.,""
Account Exerutives
Canal Anderson Cyruly Andrenth V11.1 Attar,
Sandra Berns. Philp Klan Celia Carron,, Phdthp.
Cepeda, Michelle Dank, Mike (,,,O,,. lb -Id.,,
Crow. Mike Johnson Penne., King I Sane Kirk A
KkAler In, Mr( ’,navy Ilan Reims, John 14,thins.,
Shen., Stales Kimberly Slag Dave SlanIon
-ell,’ WVgal
Wills lain Woolworth Jan

BAR

BANQUETS

DESIGNATED HEADQUARTERS
AFTER THE GAME

Stock up Now and Save!

II Art Supplies
2 for 1 cocktails per ticket stub

0 Graphic Art Materials

Reporters
Reggie Corkin. Stan Carlheri Marlin Cheek Sin, ’n
DeSalvo. I me Hannon Mn,, 1 laws !cowl I vf
dane. Sallie Mattison. I orTaine Morgan Sean Molt,.
Mies, Dar.
ler lank Pe’s. !Wren Sattedra
Turner Denim. Lthnla

Affled.
Hoy, Heckham. Ilayal I olker Parch...I I urn,"
NI I awher, Inn,, SIM k I Myld miler

High

ur.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

STUDENT AND FACULTY SPECIALS
18’ Free 2 Liter Coke and 1 Salad
14’ Free 2 Cans of Coke
Or $3.00 off (with 3 toppings)
Or $1.50 Ott (with 3 toppings)
12’ Free 1 Salad
16’ Free 2 Liter Coke
Of $1.00 Oil with 2 topptogs)
Or $2.00 011 (with 3 toppings)
Any Size - Free Can of Coke
Show SJSU ID For Specials

in Santa Cruz

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And

FAT CAT’S

SHABBAT BY THE BEACH

310 S. TH’ID STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

MONDAY
Campus Ministry: Prayer group,
3:30 pin.. Campus Ministry Center,
300 South 10th Si. For information
L.11 298-0204.
Bible Study: 7 p.m., Campus Ministry Center, 300 South 10th St. For
information call 297-7506.
SJSU Film l’roduction Club:
Meeting, 5 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall.
For information call 924-4571.
Career Planning and Placement:
Career planning group, 3 p.m..
Business Classroom 13. For information call 924 61111

only one woman.
’It’s fun being the only woman:.
says SJSU alumna Amy Kavkewitz.
Club membership has ranged from
five to 11. Membership varies
throughout the year, depending on
the weather.
The weather, however, has not affected Spartan Juggling Club activities.
In the club’s four years at SJSU.
rain has not interrupted any juggling
sessions. But school work does affect juggling, Glaze says.
He hopes the unseasonably warm
weather will increase juggling interest at SJSU.

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION

the copy center

MWF

1430-1550

limitless. Glaze says
It you can
pick it up and throw it. you can juggle it."
He has seen people juggle torches
and een machetes, but club members stick to the more conventional
pins, balls and rings.
The club occasionally performs at
basketball and football halftime
shows and makes an appearance at
Kelley Park each May.
The club is most often seen on
campus, however.
*We are very noticeable.- Glaze
say,. "When you see a lot of pins in
the air, you usually stop."
The current membership includes

PIZZA ON WHEELS

Beginning
Japanese

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS509-480)
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the grant to write a story about
local coffee houses for the campus magazine. Access.

David Piplons - Special to the Daily
Nlembers of the Spartan Juggling Club practice throssing pins out on the limn

0.e

Fresh Red Snapper

0 Drafting Supplies
lirASAN
ll481

JOSE ART Do4N4-1.,1,4.1,

408-298-8422

408-294-7773

Open

Open

So?
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F

9
5 30

9

NA
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sun 17 s

(Includes soup or salad, rice pilaf, fresh vegetables,
sourdough bread and butter.)

95 South Market Street
(San Fernando & Market)

he

Ends October I

$ 8.95

31 W. San Fernando
San Jose

S. Bascom
San Jose
164

$11.95

12 Oz New York Steak dinner

E Stats and Halftones

Valid Student 1.1). Required

(408) 288-5015
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SJSU takes on Oregon State Spartan soccer team suffers
loss

Iii I fail to sabcdra
Wiry ’,lair WOW!
SJS1 will be "taking a step’
up in talent when it meets the Pacific -10’s Oregon State Beavers
in Saturday ’s home opener at
Spartan Stadium
The Beaters, who heat &1st
36-34 last season in Corvallis.
Ore battled Aniona for three
quarters last week, hefitre lalltn
24-13
-We ti,is e to he at the top of
our game to beat them." SIst
Coach Claude Gilbert said.
Oregon State Head Criach
Day e Kragthorpe echoed Gilbert ’s thoughts. but only in re y erse.
"San Jose State has a very,
%CFA fine football le:1111. Krag!home said "We’ll have to play.
at our hest to heat them."
Despite the loss. the Beate:,
are coming off then best single game rushing pertormance iii
three seats
"( tiepin State ran the ball well
against Aniona They were really
impressiye.- Gilheit said.
051’ rushed tor 200 yards
aeamst die Wildcats. marking the
lost time the Beavers have accomplished that teat since 1984.
Gilbert belies es OSU. 2-9 in
1987, is much improved this season.
’They are very. very strong
-They
he said.
physically.’
could has e vs on the game."
In the timest. tregon State led
13-10 in the second half betore
the Wildcats tallied for the wit.
The Bea y ci’s Ill set offense is
203 pound
directed by It
senior quarterback Erik Wilhelm.
Wilhelm has been OSrs starting
quarterback since 1985. and is
ranked seventh on the Pac-10.s
..ireer passing chart with 6.715
ds

Coaches
angered by
new rule
By Reggie Burton
Deity stall writer
STS( ’s Claude Gilbert and football coaches across the country are
displeased vs iiti it new rule that could
alIi w defensive teams to score on
cons ersion attempts.
Coder the new rule, dc, ised by
the NCA A Football Rules Committee. a defensive team returning a
mid-air fumble, interception or
blocked extra point to the opposite
end lone, will score two points
Picture this: SJSU scores a touchdown for a 6-6 tie late in a gallle and
lines up for the cony ersion attempt.
Moments later, instead of being
ahead 7-6 or 8-6, the Spartans find
themselves down by two points atter
the defense scores im a blocked kick.
This is not a scenario MSC coach
Claude Gilbert finds appealing.
think Ws a feeble attempt to intro life in the game.- Gilben said.
"It was changed heyause the extra
point is generally know n as an automatic non -play. Now the defense
can make a hie play and score a
quick two points
"Talking to other Loathes, most
feel it is a dumb rule." Gilbert continued. "There is good chance it
!night he changed after this Ne:Or011
"That rule, in my opinion. was
made by somebody who had too
much time on his hands... said Ten
nessee Coach Johnny Majors.
The Tennessee Volunteers are on
the Spartan.. 1992 schedule.
Theie hasn’t been an overall ac
Ceplallt:e Of it at all.** said Dave Nel
son. the Rules Committee’s sev re
tary-rules editor. "A lot of people
like it, hut there are more who
don’t "
So why install an unpopular rule.’
"Coaches are against change because they don’t 3,1,1111 any more
problems... Nelson said.
Long Beach State had an extra
point blocked Saturday in their seaBoise
son -ripening loss to v is Iii
State. The kick was not returned for
two points. hut Long Beach coach
Larry Reisbig said the rule could
turn some games around.
"It’s another avenue to put more
points on the board," Reisbig said.
"I think coaches are going to have to
he aware of the play
Gilbert said the extra point rule
should not atlek I his team.
"I don’t think it’s going to change
our strategy or the way we approach
our kicking game. he said
Danny
1 y ei soy ’s
Clemson
Ford, an outspoken critic of the new
rule, provided an example of how it
might work
’You’re ahead by a point, with Ill
seconds to go,- Ford said. "If von
line up to kick, which used to he
dead ball. why kick, why take the
chance oh getting beat? Do you (low 11
the tOothal I or do you run it?
"If I’m behind, I hope they ki5k ii
then I’m scared of the rule. I don’t
understand why it was put in."

Weekend Football

Game at a glance: Oregon State, Saurday, September 10, 1:30pm,
Spartan Stadium.
Teams’ seasons to date: Spartans,1-0, after last week’s 51-0 rout
of New Mexico State. Oregon State is 0-1, after 24-13 loss to Arizona
Players ot look for: QB Erik Wilhelm, ranked seventh in Pac-10
kir passing; TB Brian Taylor, rushed for 88 yards against Arizona;
Safety Andre Harris, seven unassisted tackles last week.

I .ast Saturday, the senior quarterback went 26 of 40 for 218
yards and one touchdown.
"He’s had a good fall camp
and a good spring practice."
Kragthorpe said.
The OSL receit ing corps are
led bY Robb Thomas. who caught
live passes for 31 aids in the
lir look
opener. Other feCCO
for are Jason Kent, thy ant Hill
and tight end Phil Ross
The Beaver running attack is
carried by 5-10, 188 pound tailback Brian Taylor and 6 2. 221)
pound fullback Pat Chaney
’.Taylor’s a fine back
K rag thorpe said "We hat e 2 3 hacks
this y eat that vie feel can do a tine
lob.I think we have more depth
this year than in the past...
In the season opener. Tay or
rushed for 88 yards on 20 sari ie.
(Talley had 66 yards on 14 cart
"1 asi year they hurt us by.
[Mow me the ball," SJSU linebacker Day id Moss said "Our
blities vs eren’t eflectis e in that
game.
’The key is yy e hat e to get to
the quarterback . They try to
dump the hall off, then go to the
long ball.’"
kragthorpe said the Heavers

will try for a balanced offensive
attack.
"We like to mix it up." he
said. "We like to take what the
defense gives us. We can throw
the hall long. hut we just like to
take what’s there.’
Defensit ely, the lieay ers have
a ’’great’* secondary,. and a
’good** defensive front. Spartan
quarterback Ken Lutr said.
The OSI..1 defense frontline is
led by left end Esera Tuaola, 6-3,
270; nosetackle Torn Vettrus, 63, 257 and right end Pellorit McDaniel.. 6-3, 242.
In the secondary. the Beavers
are assisted by left corner Calvin
Nicholson free safety Andre Harris: NIroiq! safety Larry Vladict
and light corner David Brannon.
’We can’t let Oregon State
dictate the tempo of the game,Lut, said "They’re a Pac-10
school. We have to show we can
beat them.
In last year’s contest. the Spartans trailed 20-10, then rallied to
take a 34.27 fourth quarter lead.
before losing on Troy’ liussaMill’s last second field goal, 3634.
In the contest, Wilhelm completed ’ of 44 passes for 287
yards

Ill A!UCIA TED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

EMO

PHILIPS

September 16,
1988 8 pm
Morris Daily
Auditorium
Funded by Associated Students
Tickets available at all BASS outlets and at SJSU
Business Office. Call 924-6260 or 924-6350 for information.
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:0 see your work in San Jose s award.winning magazine ACCESS thislal
ACT NOW - DEADLINE 9 12 88

WRITE F.: -

ARTISTS

second straight contest

By lac Shess
Daily staff writer
lissing tout Ise s ret to mei s and
pfr\ ’14!ui oppressise heat, the SJSU
sos,et team %uttered its second
stiaielit deteat. 4-0. to Chico State
Wednesday .
The Spartans were without forRagnat -.son. midfielder
ward it
I tits Apo,. .iiid midfielder Hossein Naiaglii because of mimes.
Forward Hasson Baktilt i lk as ineligible while the NCAA checks his
high school grades front Morocco.
’We need Ragnarssort healthy.
He’s a major pail of our scoring attack.- said Head Coach JUlitIS Menendez "And Aguilar is very good
at distributing the hall. He played a
great game against San Francisco
State."
Aguilar silt I cued a bruised kidney
in the first half of the game of the
loss to Cal State Hayward Sunday.
Mein:tide/ does not expect Aguilar
hack soon.
According to Menende/. the Spar
tans played a good first hall. hut still
trailed 1-0 at halftime on a goal hs
Chico State’s Scott Wttlldinger with
2:59 remaining.
At 53:28, the Wildcats’ J.P. Vandersluys made it 2-0, and then Dean
Freeman added two goals later into
the second half to finish out the scor
ing.
Metiende, said he felt the heat in
Chico affected his players much
II/Ore than it did their opponents. hut
did not use that as .in excuse.
"(Chico State I did real well.said Menende, -They played out
standing so, cer. you have to give
them credit
SJSU vs as outshot by Chico Stale,

Fast
Copies
kinkoss

the copy center

Chico State improving to 3-1.
SJSU will lace Sacramento State
Saturday at 1 p mi. The Wildcats are
:‘lb victory oy
coming ott
Seattle -Paul lc l’imersity.
It appears the players are very serious about defeating the Wildcats.
There was no scheduled prat is e
Wednesday. yet IOW players, in
eluding six staiteis. ran their own
drills. This was a large turnout for
non -mandatory practice, according
iii Eberle.
Sacramento is quite good." Menendez said. "I’d say they’re at the
level of Chico.
’I hope it’s a cool day, our players are just not used to it. They v, ill
wilt after 45 minutes of running.’ lie
Julius Nlenendez
added.
. Sporran NM (1’, (Situ
Eberle is not as concerned aboui
the heat.
9-3.
"We’ll be ready. now sue kriuuvs
With the loss Wednesday-. the
Spartans’ record drops to I 2. with what it’s like..’

STUDENT

UNION

AQUATIC
CENTER
Fall 1988 Classes:

Student Swim Lessons
Masters Swimming
Springboard Diving
Scuba Diving
Lifeguard Training

For More Information
and Sign -Ups Call 924-6340

481 E. SAN CARLOS
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511
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COMPUTER WERX
95 S. MARKET
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support
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STAFF

Back to School
Specials
.0 99
Sorge Protectors
Sr.
Moue Pods
’Sr.
35 nooroy Orses 0.36v)
199?
5 25 r,000r Died OKI
i350
Mr ol Cornoueer PQM,
59?
’MY Nada%
6503
.0 00nC. M01011
and endan

rndon mom

MAC HARD DRIVES
APPLE CRATE
20 meg - 560.00
40 meg - 770 00
60 meg - 839 00
Includes
STUDENT STARTER
2 Year Warranty
Cables & Software
ComSYSTEplete MMono AT
System 1000 00

.512K
20meg Hard Drive
. mono Monitor
525 Floppy Driv

Only we can
Werx it out
We have all the
answers

Call 297-WERX

The American Express Card gets :el outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether it’s for a leather jacket
or a leather-bound classic Whether you’re hound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college
and after, it’s the perfect was to pay for just about
everything you’ll want.

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success And because we
believe in your potential, were made it easier
to get the American Express Card nght now
Whether you’re a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers For details, pick up an
application Oil campus.
Or call 1-800-niE-cARD and ask for
a student application

The American Express Card,
Don’t Leave School Without IC"
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Illness hampered Brezhnev
MOSCOW (AP) - A wellknown Soviet historian says Leonid
I. Brezhnev suffered "clinical
death" in 1976 and was so weakened for the last six years of his ’rule
that it was difficult for him to perform simple duties or understand
what was going on around him.
Roy Medvedev, in an article published in this week’s edition of the
Moscow News, painted a picture of
a leader in such bad health that his
aides took over most of his functions.
"Brezhnev had the first serious
problems with his health in 19691970," Medvedev wrote. "At the
beginning of 1976, he had a clinical
death. Doctors managed to revive
him, but for the next three months he
couldn’t work, as his speech and abilities to think were impaired."
Medvedev, a frequent commentator on Soviet history, also said
Brezhnev possessed no outstanding
characteristics and was pushed into
the country’s top leadership job.
In the six years before his death on
Nov. 10, 1982, Medvedev said,

’Naturally,
Brezhnev’s illness
affected his
abilities to rule the
country.’
- Roy Medvedev,
Soviet historian
Brezhnev was constantly attended by
a group of doctors.
"They were always on duty. At
those places where he used to stay,
there were specially equipped medical laboratories," the historian said
in the article.
Medvedev said Brezhnev’s working day was cut to a few hours after
his brush with death and his vacations expanded from one to two annually.
"The state of health of our leaders
is not a topic dicussed in the press,

6.0wea. 5.5.1,84’, k..

but his (Brezhnev’s) progressing illness was evident to everyone who
saw him on television," the article
said.
"Naturally, Brethnev’s illness affected his abilities to rule the country. He often interrupted fulfillment
of his duties and let his personal
aides take over," the article said.
Medvedev said the public eventually lost respect for Brezhnev because of occasional public appearances during which the leader
had to be supported under each arm.
The historian blamed "many influential and corrupted people from
his close circle" for the public’s loss
of confidence in their leader.
"They managed to achieve the
worst," Medvedev said. "Namely
that the old age and illness of a Soviet leader became an object not of
sympathy among citizens, but of
open ridicule and irritation."
Brezhnev was plagued with health
problems for the final 12 years of his
rule, but even as a younger, healthier
man he lacked outstanding qualities.
Medvedev wrote.

illegal.
Orange County Superior Court
Judge Ronald L. Bauer issued a temporary restraining order last month
ordering city officials to store rather
than throw away belongings marked
with name tags.
The order remains in effect until
Sept. 20, when a hearing in the case
is scheduled.
Meanwhile, the city will store
such belongings at Centennial Regional Park in southwest Santa Ana
for up to four months, Santa Ana
City Manager Dave Ream said.
However, the two men find that
offer unacceptable because the park
is four miles away from the Santa
Ana Civic Center, where they live,
said Bob Cohen, director of the
Legal Aid Society of Orange County
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Court defends rights of homeless
SANTA ANA (AP) - City officials say they will comply with a
temporary court order and store bedrolls, blankets and other possessions
of homeless people instead of throwing them away.
City officials said Wednesday
they hoped the new policy, which is
effective immediately, would be
considered an out -of-court settlement with two homeless men who
filed a lawsuit last month contesting
the city’s practice of confiscating
and throwing away such items.
But the men will not drop the suit
because the chosen storage site is on
the wrong side of town, their attorney said.
The suit, filed by Patrick E. Ford
and John G. Close. maintains that
discarding unattended belongings is

n.

So lam SAY lbw SAW Pii

7.
ACCORDINC,
7NE MEDIA,
NANCY REA6AN WASN’T
EVEN IN CALIFORNIA, 11E
DAY YOU SUPPOSEDLY SAW
HER,

LISTEN, GOULASH, WHAT
WOULD YOU Oo IF
10LP YOU I SAW... SAY,
BILL COSBY 0,4 clop’s?

BUT I
SAW HER(
WHY
DOESN’T
ANYONE
BELIEVE ME?

and attorney for Ford and Close.
"It takes hours to walk." Cohen
said. "It’s too far for a homeless
person to go."
But Santa Ana City Attorney Ed
Cooper said he thought Cohen’s objections were groundless.
"I told him that public transportation is available," he said. "The bus
stops right there at Centennial
Park."
He said the park was chosen because it is closest to the city yard Bloom County
where park cleanup crews begin and
end their workdays.
[EXPEV4770A15 ARE 11/6(1.
Cohen said he and his clients de51W7The CAUACH /3 ONLY
23O PAY, AWRY .45’MEN.
termined that a bus ride there and
back, with time to locate the belongings, would take as long as two
hours.
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Senator says moms shouldn’t hold office
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Republican Sen. Gordon Humphrey
has triggered a controversy in a GOP
congressional race by saying that a
woman candidate should not be running because she has two small children.
About two dozen supporters of
Betty Tamposi denounced Humphrey outside the Statehouse on
Wednesday and characterized his remarks, made in an interview in
Wednesday’s The Union Leader of
Manchester. as silly, insulting and

irresponsible.
Mrs. Tamposi, a millionaire officer in her father’s real estate company, is married and has two daughters. ages 22 months and 4. They are
cared for by a nanny.
State Sen. George Freese said
Humphrey "should be apologizing
to Betty Tamposi for such remarks.
They are below -the-belt comments
and a personal attack on Betty’s
credibility and excellent reputation."
"I don’t retract a word of it,"

Humphrey said. "It’s self-evident
that you cannot work 12 to 14 hours
a day in Congress and have time left
over for a child."
"It’s difficult enough being a father of a young child and a member
of Congress, as I am," said Humphrey, who has a 3 -year-old son.
"For the mother, who in our society
is the primary care giver, working
10-12 hours a day makes it impossible to give the nurturing the child
would need."

Classified
Ion In Evgn Hills.ewe IS min frm
SJSU $3150.0.Intl
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CATHOLIC

affect his conviction and sentence, in
view of the overall strength of the
prosecution case.
But one of the dissenters, Justice
Allen Broussard, called the case
"one of the weakest to identify defendant as the perpetrator of the
crime that I have seen," and said the
ruling on the fingerprint evidence
should have required reversal of the

conviction.
Coleman, now 36, was convicted
of sodomy, rape and murder in the
September 1979 slaying of Shirley
Hill, 28, of San Francisco. After attending a real estate course in Daly
City, she was last seen at a nearby
shopping center, and was found

CLINIC -Unwanted
EL ECTROL YSIS
hair removed permanently Cone dentist by appointment only. 247.
7496. 335 5 Beywood Ave , San
Jo.
EXAM FILES Inn Professors throughout the USA Ex., problems w
the professors own detailed solo.
Dons Available for 8 Engineering
courses. FIT. Calculus, General
and Organic Chemistry. Physics,
5 more 20 different books avail-

strangled in a bungalow.

able at Spartan 13ks (downstairs/
& Roberts Bookstore

NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE?

We

have plans with quality covereg
at affordable prkee Call Mark FP
Ice. (409)943-9190 tor no obligation quote
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR. Register your resume now
with the professional career progrerre Call (4011) 243-4070 for details

STUDENT DENTALOPT1CAL PLAN
Enroll now, Savo your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brthhor .0 A S office or
.11(406)3714811

AUTOMOTIVE
82 SUZUKI 950 cc shaft 5650 complete fresh tune, stint painVn
chrome. II sport falring. runs
GREAT. 286-9325, 296-11874,J441

COMPUTERS
MUST SELL, need cash-M.Intthh SE
rnicrosoft
moues,
keyboard,
word. etc Never used, 111.1 new
Bookstore sells for $1634 95, why
buy there. $1200 or beet offer Call
Ken Si 728-0639

pursing
OPERA-

TORS need.I on graveyd shtft
and weekend shift (21-40 hr work
weak) Requires 1-3 yrs mech or
Net sasembly gap or sooty ad in
the sciences or computer prop
Must be a US citizen We offer

AMP PEAVEY STUDIO Pro 40 E.Int
cond. hardly used Asking tor
II Wolfer CaO Nestle 578-9395
FOR SALE? DAYBED $145, queen mat.
Ire. eel $185, full size mattress
bet $135, bunkbed eel complete
$200 EverytNng brend new Call
B ill at 973-1527
GETS HIM TO PUT DOWN the TOILET
SEAT?! Send 821. O.K. Productions. P.0 Bo. 360190, 9111plUic
Co 95038. 00 11 TODAY!

HELP WANTED
AD MAJORS. J1111 & SIRS needed to
find end service new sects tor
etart-up ad Agency Min I yr mile
ep . high ctirthn Moke your own
hour., call 5*44235
ANSWER PHONES tor email furniture
hour.
Flexible
PITT.
shop
Ciao to withal Ask to. Marti at
446-3612.
A PROMOTIONAL SPORTSWEAR firm
maths enthusleetic 5514181 16 *CI
lee SARI safes rep lb Nub.,
Jon OSP

ED..

Phys

Psych degrees
Rich 512494060
LOOKING

Ed.

p

eel

FOR BRIGHT,

Rae,
Coll

motivated,

.thuslastk person inter.ted In
an intemehip In marketing. solver.
& public relations Work for
credit Great opportunity for grant
e xperlenu. lots of spifts Con-

BABYSMER WANTED part.tirne 8-12

tact. Tony Spry. Any Mouthaln
Ltd 255-6162

hour.. weak Flexible scheduling
around your classes $250 to
145, depending on experience

OFFICE ASST neertled nights end
wk) For inweekends (15-20
formation call Russell’ Furniture

education

reemb

One year old baby
arse Call 368-1602

Cambrian

at 296-7393

CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
$5 to S8 hr PT FT positions

ONLY THE FUN & ENERGETIC may
apply. Pine A GO 00 Is now scceptIng pplIcetions, FT. PT

Northern California Nonni.. 175
San Antonio Rd . Loa Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933, (415) 959

Counter. cooks. drivers DM..
need own cer,cin DMV, must be
18.98 $9?., 135 W Santa Clara

2933

ergetic. articulate & love the ens.
corn. .11 seeson subscriptions
for the San Jo. Chk Light

PANT TIME PRE SCHOOL teacher.
elobbff Day Nursery, 571 N 300 St
2-6PM, pays $6 hr Must hove ECE
units Call Moo at 286-0663

OPere. 15 hr guarenteed egaInsi
high commission potential Greet

PHOTO PROCESSING LAB-pen-thne
$4-141., Photo Proc esp. re-

CREATIVE INDIVIDUALS! if you’re en-

lob plus daily cart bonuses Perl
lime. eves & weekends Call JOI
.1 )401)436-6044

prove upon your berInes & comminimunication skills, earn
mum of $7.. have flexIbN
evening & weekend hours, and en
opportunity for career advancement, then call 924-1130 NOW?
DRUMMER & SAXOPHONE PLAYERS
wanted tor recording 12 songs
Pop rock very different WIll pay
the right pixy. Cell 293-0804
ENGINEERING MAJORS Interesffkl 61
chance to get reel world experience during your senior ye.,?
Frito-Lay has sn opportunity ter
menutecturing
you to work in
Student Engienvironment as
neer Our Son Jo. lecility 1.00
many rnsintertence and produc.
Ion protect. that need comp*.
llon In addition to tiffxperienco.
we’ll pay you 1110 sn hour if your
Interested. relit over to the Cooperative Education Dept. located In
B uilding 0,1010 submit resume
FUN, MOTIVATING, REWARDING PO
SFRONS In public nikithe schools
PT seeking remponelbie, creetive
students, 21

yrs

red

Students

PRAYER

GROUP

will

nthel on Mons . 3 30PM et Campus Ministry. 300 S 10th Si Si

Call

100%

415,493-1900, x445, VARIAN

DO YOU DESERVE to tan iff the
TO PT If you’re looking to im-

FOR SALE

teems Greek weaken

4844
AUTOMATED VAC ECIPMT

INTERFAITH

TELEMARKETING...MIMI!.
"?’POLITICAL WORK.... Make
difference for a change Perms.

San Carlos (next to Roberts)
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening et 10 00 PM at

naml pert -time positions. S$1., &
CAMPAIGN
Call
commIselon
CALIFORNIA el 286-6113 E 06

Campus Christian Center. 10lh &
San Garth& For more information
bout activities, call Rev
Firnheber at 298-020e

WAITRESS NEEDED for JAPANESE
Restaurant, JAPANTOWN
Call
Mac at MINATOS. 998-9711

Norb

MAL. Got this SCHOOLBOY CRUSH
on you. but too SHY to ask you
out HELP ME 3rd floor, ALL EN

WHY COOK? Be

sorority lusher
Good meal. plus, Most work Mondays Cell 292-0645

WOULD LIKE TO fInd

FEMALE com-

panion lo live with a handicapped
man If you are interested call
B rien offer 4PM, 299-2306

HOUSING

NOW
408-978-2002
THERE IS A FAST and .sy way

DOWNTOWN SJSU AREA. 3 bedroom duplex, new drapes, csrpel
and point, $565 & $1170 my Cell

to meal quality people for re
mance or friendship Social and

297.2960 eve 295-3152

sports partners are also evallable
You may choose to leave your
own nonage)* or hen six different

ROOM FOR RENT In nom home for
qulet reap college student E.

RECEPTIONIST.

pert -tens
Type
45wpm. Eng Spenish asp helpful
Clow to SJSU Dr Monier.2988092

RETAIL SALES"?""" FT PT in PAS.
TA CHEESE shop snd kitchenware whop St OLD MILL Pub mkt
In Mt View Call John or Joe St

SURVEY CALLER for maw melt brokerage Ann Close to 11./80. pert.
nom evenings, Sat
aptleasel
$511, Cell Crete al 9714711
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Proi.sional

ELECTROLYSIS,
removal.

the

only

SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Avallble night
end day Russ lobs are my wed silty Call Parr, et (408)225-5025 or
(408)725,009

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Acedemic
word processing our specialty

call PAM at 747-268 (Sants Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT 4 FACULTY RATES,

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONA1 desktop publishing 6 word processing
utilizing IBM hardware.HP Senses
La.r.Word Perfect 4 2 & orPage

GO WITH THE BEST’ Take et:ha/Mag.
01 our expertise lop secretatho
service for all your WORD processing needs Graphics lettere,

Maker Papers thesis. resumes,
reports 8, group projects all wel.
come Reasonable rel.. 7 min
frm campus by 280 680 To en-

reports. menuscripte. r.urnes,
Editing.
theses
term pews
grammar I spell checking All
work clone on PS LIO.1 Printer.

sure your paper completion on
schedule reserve your tone early

or printing from your disk Both
IBM & M. II computers Speciel
student discount. Ceti PrInty

7273 or drop by our office Si 8th
end San Salvador

call PJ al 923-2309
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers. the.s. resumes. letters
No chinos minor editing Rates by
page. hour or lob Former legal
secretory Write Type-972-9430

SERVICES

TYPING SERVICE R.sonsbte
Free disk storage Fm.

A

rates

pick-up and delivery
9936

at r.sonatffe rates Cell 13.1r.
or Phil et 249-2820 or 922-7359
RESEARCH

SPEL CHEK

thal prolessionel.quick & depend.
able vrorry-free service slits best,

PHONE NUMBERS for .hool wont,

WRITING,

storage.

lege grade so call us with papers.
reports, the.s iesp Science).
etc at 251-0449

Value.
factures Hanover GSL’S
We Member Privileges Call 947-

provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance

Frye disk

soneble rates We re fast.depen
mole. grammar -experienced Col-

Books-Computer Loans ComFree
politer. Savings Rates
Check Writing Cashing ’Menu.

JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the pony. we’ve got
II’. music. Michel Productions

processing needs Term papers
reports. resumes.letters. group
proiectonumusiethe.s. etc Letter quality. All formats plus APA

tance

permanent

DISC

FxpERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
aCedemIpbusiness.legal

Guaranteed
quality
accuracy
Frn disk storage proofing Rea-

Ask ebout the special
discount for FALL ComplInon
tory consolation by appointment
Call 296-0931n

PROFESSIONAL

Guth quer (75
yrs
14081274-3684
Cell Roe

A A-1

method

parents or friends 24 nr day We
can even page you Cell 365-2872

formate
cop)

ffeeve message)

HAIR

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union-benefits include TultIon-

WORDPROCESSING

and typing .rokes On-crnpus
pickup del Letter gum Terrn papers ($200 p dbi ap (group protects, theses. resumes 1510001.
letters. etc APA. MLA. Tumbler,

ENTERPRISE

Call 770.

WORD

PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term pa

Academic thesis
aleelstance
Ghostwriting All sublects Qualified smilers Resumes Rearrilimp Cetalog Berkeley (415) 641.

pers. manuscdpte .reenplays.
resumes repetitive letters. Iran.
.rIptlon Free SPELCHEK. copy

.punctuation.granonar

assisAll work guaranteed For

WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or
753. WORK
This year, call typist who Is experienced In ALL forrnete including
APAiNURS1NG DEPT 1 tor ALL
your typing needs I THESES)
Call Linda The Write Type. 290516. IIAMtOPM Mon-Sal p-v del
twke daily
WORD

PROCESSING. papers. re
*times, manuscripts, form letters
Eaperianced professional Frets
SPELLING CHECK, disk storage
C.996-8921
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Part-ffine or full-lime Conienthers
Penelope Service, 297-4778

Joe.

Quick turnaround All work guarantee." Thanks

or 395-3560

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

SEARCH COURT RECORDS! Col, ins
& good driving record require,/

needed We train Apply Mon-Fri
6 AM-5PM. 240 Meridian An. San

EDGEABLE In typing that tops
Trust TONY, 796-2087 Thanks
St 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly

EVERGREEN

Print Your Ad Here

(406)206-2943

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and pert time poettient., WI shifts No experience

ACHIEVEMENT.
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY,

scale for the handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 371-1433

RE
PROOFREADING
EDITING
SEARCH quality work Reasons
tile fees Call Dee al 292.7025

5825

AAAA-ACCURACV.

(Count approximately 30 )etters and space, lor each hne)

Plaza

A enState
Pthduct rep Flexible hr. salary
. bonus Contact MIchsel (415)
3224164

TYPING

SERVICES
!Mout WWII), and spirit Specializing in chronic pain. Mmes. and
movement dysfunction SlklIng

edit disc storage Quick turnaround Sante Clara Call 246-

5036

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE, Using variety of therapeutic lechniqu. to bring

r-

golfed Cali 3714664.
PROMOTIONS 4 MARKETING
A 00 00 is seeking fun
ergetic student for S.2

massages left by others You
don’t have to do it elone Someone sp.ial Is waiting to meth
you Hurry, Call today, Must be
00R1 19 years $2
tiny toll

COMMUNITY

call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan 51 295-0204

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEWMAN

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 301 8 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center. 1011, & San Carlos For
more Into about other ectIvitles

Rape conviction stands with illegal evidence
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The
state Supreme Court Thursday
upheld a San Francisco college student’s death sentence in a 1979 rapemurder, despite ruling that incriminating evidence about a bloody fingerprint was improperly introduced.
The 5-2 decision said the illegal
evidence and several other errors in
the trial of Russell Coleman did not
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Library: Safety prompts renovation
From
"We’ce bccii lucky that
has en’t seen any minor problems
Hallo said
The timing tot this
territis
Itie lenosation is sowed out in
Septembei to as old dist,iiihing stU
dents study mg ti i finals
Mittel said that .onstitistion chit
mg finials could he ’ upsetting
-one thine people don’t leali/e is
how
i.
hooks ate.
Hatici
I it’s ,Alj
added
this

1 thither change the libialywill
make this semester is to upgrade the
lights on the fourth and fifth f11101,
have complained Owl
those oleos ale UN) dark. Halter said
She sold that emeriments with
&Mien’ kmses will help find the
hest I ’pitting
Claik 1 ihrary was also scheduled
tor new carpeting. Hatter said. How
c% ci, the protect only reLeiced S95. to it the 5459,1551 they had asked
liii
As a result, mil!, heas.11
Iii ked Al ea, V1111 be recalpeted

We anticipate to get (the carpet I
hy January ." she said
Hanel said that Iii recarpet aleas
in the lihiaty dining the semestei
would he neat b,
ketertmg to the hiking and new
lighting installation. Halter said the
I brat is ansss ening peoples C011
1:1:111%.
"I just hope people will bear with
us bei. Ill SC 1.1,e ’re iesponding to what
Ipeoplei hose asked to he done, ’
she said

Computers: IBM offers student discount
Ilie
II, aid that printers will also he Ic I
Kittingei said -In no, sub
Iuuiited, including the Proprinto lest’s,. opinion. .1 i.iimparable model
\ I the Proprinter II and the Per
of the IBM I’S
Model 50 coin
Pagepi inter. a lasei printer
linter, in terIIIS ot power and capai.
’The fuse
authori/ed dealers
would be Apple’s Macintosh
will roc ide an ansyeis huh Lows
SI’ The Model 70 is compaiahic to
lions that students !no) has e.’
the Mac II. The Model ..!5is nit(hot
Heald said
much &Betel)t from the PC model
I _iii Isittliuger. S.ISV
ot
The Spartan Bookstore. us Inch
acatlenth: computing sirs ices, salt’ 1110V, Sells oilB Apple computer prod that the 0451 l’S inode) eomputets wt., at one nine itleied 11451 Lona
ale tepid% ing I 14 51.. older PC mod polo.. said Kesm warner. the
Is
bookstore’s retail computer man.
" Hie PS f’ models are IFIM11’s ager.

Bogus collateral leads to jail
CiRTI SItt
A 111,111 II 1, 1111: 1,, At his girlfriend out ot loll ended tip behind
hats hiniselt alto 11% hg to use
et.t.,1111e .111LI stolen clothing as
collateral tot hei hail, authorities
said
Was ne High. 33. of Hon College. was chatged wit] drug 01 tenses and possession of stolen
propert idler a meeting with ball
bondsman Barr) Cohen. police
said.
High’s girlfriend. Michelle
’(1, if Dalt\ Ille. Va., had
been charged v. ith shoplifting
541H I worth of Messes from a depatintent stole Cohen said High
coiled him Sunila about push th
515. Sw ann.. S1.1100 bond
When asked about possible
collateral. High took the bondsman to
cot and opened the
trunk. Cohen said. Inside \s ere
about a do/en dresses. the price
tags still attached.
He told me thes stole them
Cohen said "I
from

told him I don’t kiwis ins hum
cats.
about clothes I’ll take I
hut I don’t k 111N. i_ It hies
High then piodii,ed a toil 01
ii lute pow dei nom inside the Lai
’aiming it coniained high -glade
%,,..aine. (....obeli said.
The bondsman protested that
he kilo.% nothing about c.th...tine.
either , awl would have to gei his
!fiend Dave tub vouch lit the
%able of the loot High lent him a
quartet to make the call.
1>as e
1)electice Dace Spar
nola
said. 1. lie held 1111111e
last
I 11111 the 11,1/klitIlls ill]
111111"
1,ullstrate Rill Holleim alter
..til .11 ’slo.tion,
mat ihe skim Sill kci.i out it si
ISIO tor ea,. 11 c liaige and $7,000
-lot being so stupid:. according
to Cohen.
Neither High nor Ms. Swami
posted hail
"I don’t know how we kept a
straight hi, c through the whole
’,hen added
thing

11151 s nk ing was not ,oinpetiti%e w oh
dealt:Us S eic iiitemig. 511 the dealei
i15

liiiied

WiiniCi

Said

But Wamei said that !BSI’s coni
puler discount offer appears to he
better than ans thing he’s seen before
from the commotion.
’It sounds like a good deal fill
people who %kali( all IBM com
puter.’’ he said

CityTeam
oio /
According to Communications
Manager Joe% Scanapico_
emplia.i/es the tultillinent ot
ICA needsin its rehabilitation progiani
These needs include substance
abuse sounseling and job plasement
at the cli lIc hision of rehabilitation.
When he leases the Rescue Mission. William. would like to work
ith young people as a drug abuse
counselor.
"Maybe I call pros ide the benefit
id my years. I can relate to kids." he
said
.1s a fitriner professional drum. he :ilso dreams 01 resuming his
musical catem. but is sills of return to the atmosphere ot drugs and
:11,111101 associated with the music
world
*1 lust want io sant ’low ing
11, %aid -Filiononall... I w I
I want to gel sttnic ,aniginenee
between the inside and the outside. 1
heel like a little kid running around
inside this hod %
he said.
"Maybe if 1 Lail find a clean hand,
I’ll be able to write some songs.
Something with a little message. he said.
"I got a lot of blues to get out of
me.’’

REMEMBER THE THREE

READIN TITIV, AND RABBITS!
I1IIItilkUlWil HL

Bob Beach Daily staff
Sandy Priddy , a sophomore majoring in

Fountain
FrOM

/

tern and update the design stolid. oi
approsimately Slh.000. Hie more
money collected. the more elaborate
the fountain will become. Fullenon
said.
"There is enough money now to
do the simplest renovation which is
simply to restore and replace the
working mechanisms and to fill the
basin with loose rock, so that it is es -

’I’. ./Radio,

sent iii a eatell basin and not a wading pool
she sold in a press confermeel iitsda%
onl ian ci is will
able
to :house troll’ se% eial designs.
Ringe said approced plans will he
limited to the students who will vote
on the sts le they prefer.
’It’s our intention to send out to
all those students who have pledged.
something showing the carious op(tons and let them decide,’’ Fullerton
said.
Although the difference between

Try a Macintosh today-you
may win a Sony Disanan.
Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that’ll
make both you and your parents

f-4
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at the now defunct fountain
pledges and actual cash is 555.000.
Binge remains optimistic about re. , is
OW wow%
ie hopeful that all the people
that made pledges w ill honor their
commitment,’’ he said.
Ringe said he would like to see the
designs completed. the votes taken
by Dec. 31 and the construction
completed in the spring.
"There are factors that are beyond
our control, like the weather. hut I
remain optimistic," he said.

Get A’s and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself

the most highly acclaimed
movie of the year!

if ilk

relaxes

0-1

And if that isn’t enough reason
to look at a Macintosh today, here’s
another:
Right now, you have three
chances to win one of Sony’s
Discman- Cl) players-- includ
ing the exciting Sony Pt icket
Discman, which also plays
the new 3-inch CDs. And
even if you miss out on
the Cl) player, you may
gill win one of 15 Apple
Ishins. No wings attached
jug fill out a registration
form at the lootion listed
below.
So come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.

feel a bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh computer to
help with your homework.
Then you’ll never have to spend
another all nighter retyping a paper
just to purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You’ll be able to
crank out assignments that look as
though you bribed a friend in art
school.
And with an amazing new
program called HyperCard"
which just happens to come
packaged with every Macintosh you can easily store, own ize, and
cross reference research notes to
your heart’s content.

If not for yourself, doll for
dip
your folks.
The ix Ayer to be your best."

Enter: August 29th September rth

Spartan Bookstore’s Computer 1)ept.

NOW SHOWING AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
-..-......M.,..111.1.1111Im.

photographer

